
Unified network and 
application performance 
management

SkyLIGHT PVX decodes every layer and transaction, as it 
happens. It provides exceptional scalability in the smallest 
footprint by using latest generation stream-processing 
analytics, transcending the cost / performance dependency 
of legacy systems.
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4 Clicks to Insight

Delivering consistent and reliable application performance 
across networks is a difficult task.

SkyLIGHT™ PVX delivers unified performance monitoring 
visibility up and down the entire application chain and 
across the network, with  
best-in-class resolution and velocity.

This global view helps IT departments avoid and solve 
performance degradations by proactively monitoring end-
user experience and network and application performance 
from a single platform. 

Latest-generation analytics deliver proven business value, 
unifying teams with actionable insight that ensures digital 
resources are optimally deployed and used efficiently.
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From Packets to Actionable Performance Insight



We clearly have shorter resolution times with SkyLight PVX. We get clear facts  
and answers instantly. It also helps our network and security teams improve our  
infrastructure and prepare it for change.

Jeremy Renard, Network Engineer, BCPE Group

I would recommend SkyLIGHT™ PVX to any IT manager in charge of critical  
architecture. It improves our efficiency, helps deliver better service every day,  
and guides us to the right decision.

Henrik Adriaensen, IT Manager, INDEX.IS

Valued by all Industries 
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Our Customers Say it Best

Skylight PVX monitors every flow to our data center, and our 3,500 users.  
It provides visibility into every application. With Skylight PVX, we have  
transitioned from reactive monitoring to proactive performance management.

Thomas Germain, CIO, Spie Batignolles

Accedian is recognized in the 2019 Gartner Magic Quadrant  
for Network Performance Monitoring and Diagnostics.  
Read the report at Accedian.com/mq19
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